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3DP Unlimited™ to Showcase Industrial Strength Large Format 3D
Printer at TCT Show + Personalize
Public invited to visit 3DP Unlimited booth at TCT Show + Personalize in Birmingham, UK
Sep 30 – Oct 2, NEC Hall 3A, Booth #A43

ROCKFORD, IL. (September 17, 2014) -- 3DP Unlimited announced today that it will bring its
industrial strength large format 3D printer 3DP1000™ to the TCT Show + Personalize in Birmingham,
UK, from September 30th to October 2nd, in NEC Hall 3A, booth A43. The 3DP Unlimited booth will
feature an on-going live demonstration of large format 3D printing, along with a collection of neverbefore-seen large 3D print samples.
3DP Unlimited is the manufacturer of the 3DP1000, an industrial strength large format 3D printer.
With the 1 meter x 1 meter x 0.5 meter big build area, and an affordable price, the 3DP1000 enables
engineers, architectural firms, and product development teams to print precise and accurate real
parts and prototypes without making large capital investments.
Special features of the 3DP1000 large format 3D printer include:


Big: The 3DP1000 is a truly large format, gigantic build volume 3D printer with a print
area of 1m x1m x 0.5m (39” x 39” x 19”). With 74x greater build area than the ordinary
desktop 3D printer, the 3DP1000 will take your prints from ordinary to extraordinary.



Economical: With base platforms less than $20,000, 3DP1000 is lowering the cost
barrier for entry into large format 3D printing.
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Accurate: The 3DP1000 is tested to consistently produce high quality Fused Filament
Fabrication (FFF) output with layer resolutions under 100 microns.



Robust: The 3DP1000 is based on its parent company, PBC Linear’s 30 years of
experience in industrial strength linear motion and mechatronics, which ensures
consistent quality performance.

“3DP Unlimited is a company that has put mechatronic advances to work in building its robust large
format 3D printers,” said Mark Huebner, Market Development Manager of 3DP Unlimited. “With a
build area of 1 m x 1 m x 0.5 m, it is critical that 3DP use mechatronic advantages, such as robust
linear actuators and controls from PBC Linear, to maintain high performance.”
Designed by engineers and built for engineers, the 3DP1000 is the ideal solution for a wide range of
applications in industrial design, rapid prototyping, product development, automotive design,
architecture, stage sets, artistic development, and much, much more.
3DP Unlimited invites you to come and see the large format 3D printer 3DP1000 in action, at the TCT
Show + Personalize in Birmingham, U.K, on September 30 – October 2, 2014, booth #A43.
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About 3DP Unlimited
3DP Unlimited is the manufacturer of the industrial strength large format 3D printer 3DP1000. With
big build area of 1m x 1m x0.5 m, and base platforms starting under $20,000, the 3DP1000 is
lowering the cost barrier for entry into large format 3D printing, and is the ideal solution for a wide
range of applications in industrial design, rapid prototyping, and product development. Skilled
mechatronics engineers at 3DP Unlimited are committed to building 3DP1000 on industrial strength
linear motion components, actuators, and motors while maintaining affordable flexibility with open
source control solutions.
More information about 3DP Unlimited is available at http://3dpunlimited.com/

About TCT Show + Personalize
TCT Show + Personalize is the leading event dedicated to 3D printing, additive manufacturing and
product development. For twenty years, TCT has served as a launch pad for innovation and is known
globally as the business forum for the latest in 3D design and manufacturing technology. This year’s
TCT Show + Personalize will run for three days from September 30th to October 2nd at the National
Exhibition Centre, Birmingham, UK.
Learn more at www.tctshow.com

